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INTRO:

THE NEW YEAR CAN BRING UNWANTED STRESS TO SOME PEOPLE. IT CAN ALSO BRING AN INCREASE IN VIRUSES. AND THERE’S A NEW WAY FOR YOU TO GET SOME BETTER SLEEP. TIM DITMAN TAKES A CLOSER LOOK... IN THIS WEEK’S HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS.

<(OVER THE LAST FEW MONTHS – COMMUNITIES ACROSS AMERICA HAVE BEEN HIT HARD BY A NUMBER OF RESPIRATORY ILLNESSES THAT HAVE COME AND GONE IN WAVES. FIRST IT WAS RESPIRATORY SYNCYTIAL VIRUS – OR R-S-V – SPREADING QUICKLY THROUGH YOUNGER CHILDREN AND OLDER ADULTS. FAST FORWARD TO NOW – AND COVID-19 IS ONCE AGAIN THE MAIN FOCUS... WHILE INFLUENZA REMAINS IN THE COMMUNITY AS WELL.
DR. DOUGLAS KASPER... AN INFECTIOUS DISEASE SPECIALIST WITH OSF HEALTHCARE... SAYS THE BEST TOOL TO PROTECT OURSELVES AGAINST SEVERE ILLNESS IS A VACCINE. HE SAYS THE CURRENT COVID-19 VACCINE OFFERED IS DIFFERENT THAN A BOOSTER.
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“If you’ve received a few COVID-19 shots in 2021 or 2022, you got a booster and you felt like this was a reiteration of that, it’s a little different. That’s the benefit of at least one more COVID vaccine,” Dr. Kasper says. “It adds to the library of immunity in our population. Something that’s different than just boosting over and over again.”

ANOTHER TOOL AVAILABLE TO STOP THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 IS TESTING. FREE TESTS ARE AVAILABLE AT COVID.GOV... YOU CAN GET AT LEAST FOUR COVID TESTS SHIPPED RIGHT TO YOUR HOME.

HERE’S SOMETHING NEW TO TRY IF YOU WANT TO SLEEP BETTER... AND... IN TURN... HAVE BETTER HEART HEALTH: PINK NOISE.
CARDIOLOGIST ABRAHAM KOCHERIL (COAch-er-ul) – SAYS PINK NOISE INCLUDES ALL FREQUENCIES. BUT THE HIGH ONES... ARE DAMPENED. EXAMPLES INCLUDE WAVES HITTING THE SHORE... LEAVES RUSTLING IN THE TREES... AND RAINFALL. DOCTOR KOCHERIL SAYS ONE STUDY SHOWED PEOPLE GOT DEEPER SLEEP WITH PINK NOISE.
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“People who don’t sleep well tend to have more anxiety and heart rhythm disturbances. Sometimes you can diminish things like atrial fibrillation [an irregular heartbeat] by sleeping well or getting more sleep.”

YOU CAN USE A SMART SPEAKER... SMARTPHONE APP... OR YOUTUBE VIDEO TO PLAY PINK NOISE WHILE YOU SLEEP.

WITH TODAY’S HEALTH HIGHLIGHTS... I’M TIM DITMAN.})>